
GPS March 17, 2019 

Monday: Micah 6:1 - 8 - Try reading this aloud, as if it were a live poetry 
reading. Feel the words in your mouth. Imagine the impact on the 
listener. Remember, this passage is God speaking (at least according to 
the prophet.) Brueggemann argues that the prophets reveal something 
about God that wasn’t available until the poetry was offered. After 
reading this passage aloud, what new things come to light? What is 
evident to you now that was not before?  

Tuesday: Isaiah 61:1 - 2 - When Jesus spoke these word at the 
beginning of his ministry, those in power were ready to throw him off a 
cliff. Prophetic poetry as the ability to inspire - and challenge broken 
structures. On Sunday Rick played Harry Chapin’s song “The Shortest 
Story” as an example of art calling out brokenness, in this case, hunger 
and poverty? Where else have you seen art do something like this? Why 
does art seem to have this ability to get beneath the skin, and even stir 
change, where direct confrontation may not? 

Wednesday: Ezekiel 4: 1 - 6 - Sometimes prophetic playfulness 
included “sign acts,” physical acts to demonstrate God’s word in action. 
It was a way to call attention to the foolishness of the ideology of corrupt 
power - to intentionally resist and create a “zone of freedom” so that one 
might live in a way that is not co-opted by the prevailing ideology. Taking 
Sabbath is a “sign act,” opting out of the market ideology. What other 
practices of the church might be a sign act? What acts of generosity, 
hospitality, others resist worldly ways of treating fellow human beings? 

Thursday: 1 Kings 6: 1 - 7 - Brueggemann looks at this text and says 
that Solomon tried to build God a house where God couldn’t move. He 
put God in a box. In what ways do you keep God in a box? How does 
our church do that? Elaine Heath, pastor and author, looks at what’s 
happening today and things that God is “escaping our church, our robes 
and our rituals,” like God has often done through history. Where do you 
see God working outside our “box” we try to keep God in? Does that 
scare you or give you hope? What are you willing to do outside the box? 

Friday: Jeremiah 31: 15 - 17 — The words of the prophets are filled with 
powerful metaphors; images meant to stir heart and soul. In times of 
anxiety, we often want answers - closure. But in the prophets, there is 
unpredictability. You never know when and how a poem will erupt. What 
poem is waiting to erupt from you? What gives you anxiety? Try writing a 
poem speaking to that anxiety, as if it were something that “thus saith 
the Lord!”
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